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Every day, local church congregations entrust individuals with cash, checks, and other assets. While the majority of these individuals are honest, under the right circumstances, even the most loyal individual might steal if given the right motive and opportunity to do so. So what can church congregations do? If most individuals will steal under the right circumstances, then how can theft be
prevented? How can theft be detected?

This presentation focuses on how the local church congregation and related stakeholders can address those questions and will present options to help reduce the local church congregation’s risks due to fraud and to increase your ability to detect it.
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Mr. Garrity has 20 combined years of audit, accounting, fraud consulting, investigation, and tax experience within the not for profit industry. Garrity started his career with the General Conference Auditing Service (GCAS) and has served in multiple positions including the Associate Director for Quality Control. He currently serves as the Regional Manager for the NAA - Columbia office.

Garrity is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA), Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE), and a Certified Internal Auditor (CIA).
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